Message from the Chair

Aaron C. Clark
North Carolina State University

2012 looks to be a great year for the division! I have heard many members indicate this at meetings and I believe it is to be true. With conferences in Texas and our first Mid-Year Meeting to be held internationally in Ireland, this is truly a great year for the engineering design graphics division. But, with all of these many ways that professionals in our field come together and fellowship and promote their research and projects, we still need to support our efforts through publishing new findings through our journal. I would like to challenge all members to consider submitting for publication in our journal sometime this year. I know that many of you are busy and involved in other groups that have refereed publications as well, but if it’s about our discipline of graphics and you feel would be good knowledge for the profession of engineering graphics, please send your manuscripts to our journal of Engineering Design Graphics (EDGJ). I would like to thank Bob Chin for his leadership as Director of Publications and Journal Editor. Also, a special thank you goes out to AJ Hamlin as Associate Editor and Carolyn Dunn as Assistant Editor. We all appreciate the efforts of Kathryn Holliday-Darr as Circulation Manager/Journal Treasure, Ted Branoff as Photographer, and Cody Skidmore as the journal’s Web Production Manager. It takes a great team like this to have the quality journal that members and researchers throughout the world can rely on for new knowledge for our respective fields and disciplines. Again, thanks for the work you have done as an editorial team.

Professionally yours,
Aaron C. Clark, DTE
Chair